Detecting freezing-of-gait during unscripted and unconstrained activity.
We present a dynamic neural network (DNN) solution for detecting instances of freezing-of-gait (FoG) in Parkinson's disease (PD) patients while they perform unconstrained and unscripted activities. The input features to the DNN are derived from the outputs of three triaxial accelerometer (ACC) sensors and one surface electromyographic (EMG) sensor worn by the PD patient. The ACC sensors are placed on the shin and thigh of one leg and on one of the forearms while the EMG sensor is placed on the shin. Our FoG solution is architecturally distinct from the DNN solutions we have previously designed for detecting dyskinesia or tremor. However, all our DNN solutions utilize the same set of input features from each EMG or ACC sensor worn by the patient. When tested on experimental data from PD patients performing unconstrained and unscripted activities, our FoG detector exhibited 83% sensitivity and 97% specificity on a per-second basis.